North Burial Ground
Scavenger Hunt

See how many of the following you can find:
- A World War II veteran
- Someone born in another country
- 3 angels
- An American flag
- A boat or ship
- Someone with your first name
- An obelisk
- 5 crosses
- A bird (on a stone or flying by)
- Someone named “Mary”
- A flower (real or on a stone)
- A Civil War veteran
- Someone who died before 1900
- A heart
- The last name “Whipple”
- The year 1935
- An hourglass
- Someone who lived to be over 90
- Something written in another language
- Moss or lichen
- Someone who died before the age of 10
- A hand
- A tombstone taller than you
- Someone with your last name
- A headstone that tells a person’s job
- A footstone
- A star
- A broken gravestone
- A fraternal symbol
- A gravestone with only initials
- A lamb
- A mausoleum
- A Korean War veteran
- The word “wife”
- A person whose first and last names start with the same letter
- A weeping willow tree (on a stone)

When was the cemetery founded?

What are the three most unusual names you found?
1.  
2.  
3.  

Write a transcription of the oldest gravestone you found:

Youngest age found: 

Oldest age found: 

Draw a picture of the most interesting stone you saw: